
VIDEO CARD DEFINITION FUNCTION AND TYPES

The processing power of a graphics card or video card enables a computer to produce Graphics cards have different
types of connectors for connecting to a.

The ability to disable the integrated graphics sometimes also allows the continued use of a motherboard on
which the on-board video has failed. Some programs rely so heavily on the video card, that they will not run if
a supported video card is not installed. Upgrading to a dedicated graphics card offloads work from the CPU
and system RAM, so not only will graphics processing be faster, but the computer's overall performance may
also improve. A busy user appreciates having a second or third monitor; this enables her to have several
programs and documents open at the same time. By using standard OpenGL or DirectX functions, it makes it
easier for developers to create graphically-oriented programs. Contemporary video cards mainly process
calculations related to 3-D computer graphics, but they also manage basic 2-D images and tell the computer
how to buffer frames of video. So in order to give the CPU a break and help it run more efficiently, a video
card can be used to process the graphics portion of the processing load. Size[ edit ] Video cards for desktop
computers come in one of two size profiles, which can allow a graphics card to be added even to small-sized
PCs. This option is wise for the average business and home user not interested in advanced graphics
capabilities or the latest games. For example, to manage two displays of the same size, the video card would
need twice as much memory, or 4,, bytes. The video card installs in an expansion slot on the motherboard.
Computers that do not have dedicated video cards spend more time and system resources producing these
images because they draw from the system's main RAM, limiting the available processing power required for
other programs. Video cards provide a significant amount of video-only memory that clears CPU resources, so
the system runs more efficiently when you're trying to work with large files. Video cards, also called graphics
accelerators, can speed up both 2D and 3D graphics rendering. Graphic Design Graphic design and
video-editing software takes a good deal more memory than typical office software like word processors and
spreadsheet programs, so a system with no video card running graphics-intensive programs would get bogged
down and lag. This is always the best way to get drivers because you can be confident that the driver is stable
and doesn't contain any malware. Video Card Description A video card is a piece of computer hardware that's
rectangular in shape with numerous contacts on the bottom of the card and one or more ports on the side for
connection to video displays and other devices. If the graphics card supports more than one display, this
multiplies the total memory required; the increased overall screen area requires more memory to store images.
Share on Facebook To meet the specifications of the graphic design and video programs necessary for the
production of an effective corporate marketing campaign, your computer must first have an appropriate video
card installed. You can find the video card listed under the Display adapters section. Heat extraction becomes
a major design consideration for computers with two or more high-end video cards. Now the majority of
modern video cards are built with either AMD -sourced or Nvidia -sourced graphics chips. With specialized
microprocessors and large amounts of fast memory; video cards have become powerful computers in their
own right. Multiple Displays Some graphics cards have multiple sockets to connect more than one display
screen at the same time. The computer sends this data to the video card, which converts this information into
signals a cable carries to the video display. For example, a graphics designer may want a display with a
resolution of 1, x pixels, with each pixel having bit color. Currently, scaling on consumer grade cards can be
done using up to four cards. Sometimes both the integrated graphics and a dedicated graphics card can be used
simultaneously to feed separate displays.


